Abstract: Throughout this article we develop and change the definitions and the ideas in [1] , in order to consider the efficiency of functions and complexity time problems. The central idea here is effective enumeration and listing, and efficiency of function which is defined between two sets proposed in basic definitions.
Definition 3: Let ℎ enumerate ˓. In the case that Turing machine H computes ℎ, ˠ˩˭˥{ℎ{{J{ be the essential steps to halt Turing machine H. we have: ˠ˩˭˥{ℎ{{J{ = ˮℎ˥ J˯˭I˥J J˦ Jˮ˥JJ ˱ℎ˩Iℎ H ℎIˬˮJ JJ ˩JJ˯ˮ J
We apply ˠ˩˭˥{ℎ{{J{ to compare the time of two different listing.
Definition 4:
We know listing ℎ strictly more rapid than listing ˧ if for any J ∈ ℕ we have: ˚ˠHH˗{˓{ ∈˛ ˮ{J{ ˩˦˦ ∃ℎ ∈ ˓HH J˯Iℎ ˮℎIˮ ℎ ℎIJ IJ ˛ ˮ{J{ ˮ˩˭˥ JJJ − ˤ˥ˮ˥J˭˩J˩Jˮ˩I ˠ˯J˩J˧ ˭IIℎ˩J˥ Example1: Let ˓ be the set of all prime numbers, as we know there are infinite numbers of algorithms to produce prime numbers. Since ˓ =˜˞HH˗ ∈˜, there is a deterministic algorithm for this problem in polynomial time. Consequently, there is a deterministic Turing machine which enumerates ˓ in polynomial time, in other words ˠHH˗{˓{ ∈˛{J { .
Example 2:
Note that ˔ = ˟˓ˠ is a ˚˜− IJ˭Jˬ˥ˮ˥ problem ¸so there is a non deterministic Turing machine H which it enumerates ˔ in polynomial time, equivalently ˚ˠHH˗{˔{ ∈ {J {.
Remark: It is notable to know that there are non recursive c.e sets like ˓ such that ˠHH˗{˓{ ∈˛ J ˫ , and there are non recursive c.e set like ˔ such that, ˚ˠHH˗{˔{ ∈˛{J {.
Definition 8: The c.e set ˓ is P co-order if there are sets ˔ and ˫ ∈ ℕ such that ˠHH˗{˔{ ∈˛{J { and ˓~˔. is P co-order set.
Two equivalence relations PU and NPU:
is non deterministic polynomial reducible to ˔ (˓ < ˔) if there is computable , such that there is a Turing machine H non deterministic and halts in polynomial Theorem 5: ˜≠˚˜ unless NPU and PU are equivalent.
